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We can safely say that when we were planning transition 

week, this week was not what we had in mind! There 

have been more ups and downs than we ever expected. 

The downs are obvious – having to close two class bubbles 

at the start of the week was unavoidable, but nevertheless 

disappointing. Thank you to all the parents who have 

been supportive this week, both with the return to home 

learning and being understanding about this difficult 

situation. Although we realise many children haven’t met 

their new teachers this week, it has been a privilege to see 

our children in school shining in their new classes, 

including the Y2s who have visited this week. We hope 

our Y6s have enjoyed their time at their secondary schools 

too. 

 

 

Annual Reports 
We had planned to send annual reports home today, however, with three classes learning remotely, the Y6s at SHS 

and one year group’s reports still to be signed by their (isolating) teachers, it seemed more appropriate to send 

them home next week.  Children will therefore receive their reports on Monday or on their first day back in school 

after their required isolation period. 

A letter is enclosed with the report which we would appreciate if parents could return promptly to confirm that 

you have received the report.  We also ask that you indicate whether you require a telephone conversation about 

the report with your child’s class teacher. 

 
Y6 Leavers' Film 

Our Year 6 children have been busily working with Miss Scott to produce our 2021 Leavers’ Film.  If your child 

would like a copy, orders must be placed along with the payment of £5 by Friday 9
th
 July.  

 

Sheffield Childcare Survey 
Sheffield Local Authority have recently launched a childcare survey in order to establish the changes in supply and 

demand in the childcare market and to work with childcare providers when planning for childcare. 

All parents are invited to complete the survey: 

https://online1.snapsurveys.com/interview/e019181d-12d0-4086-a624-545ca3e3669d 
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Next Week's Menu 

 

 

Why a PCR test? 
We have been asked a few times recently why a child is required to have a PCR test if their Lateral Flow Test has 

already indicated that they are positive for COVID-19. First and foremost, this is the procedure specified in all 

Public Health England guidance. Secondly, what we know is that, although Lateral Flow Tests have a high rate of 

accuracy, they can also falsely suggest a person is positive (in some cases). A subsequent PCR test is necessary to 

confirm the Lateral Flow Test outcome. If the more accurate PCR tests suggests a negative result, this will ensure 

that no one is isolating unnecessarily. 

We are very lucky to have the tools to ensure we are accurate in our judgement. 

 

COVID-19  
Our webpage ensures parents can access to the latest COVID information from school and Sheffield news and 

resources.  Please visit https://www.stocksbridge-jun.sheffield.sch.uk/covid-19-parent-information/ 
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Isolation  
An illustration from Public Health England to explain isolation periods: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



A Letter from SYFR 
 

Dear Parents, 

As you may have heard in the news, over the late May Bank 

Holiday weekend our crews were called to an incident in which a 

16-year-old boy tragically drowned in Ulley Reservoir, Rotherham, 

despite the best efforts of emergency services on scene.  

 

This was an extremely sad incident that served as a stark reminder of how dangerous open bodies of water – such 

as lakes, quarries and reservoirs – can be. Our thoughts and sympathies today remain with the boy’s family.  

However, our thoughts are also with parents of children right across South Yorkshire, such as yourself, and using 

the tragic event at Ulley as our motivation, we are asking that you speak to your kids about water safety at your 

earliest convenience.  

 

Our key messages, for children of all ages across the county, are as follows:  

 You should never jump, dive or ‘cannonball’ into open bodies of water such as lakes and quarries – you 

don’t know what’s underneath the surface and could end up suffering from cold water shock  

 Cold water shock is where the sudden change in temperature, from being in warm weather to cold water 

(even in summer open water can be extremely cold), causes your body to shut down and stops even 

strong swimmers  

 You should only swim where its safe and legal – the swimming baths, outdoor lidos and other sites where 

lifeguards are present  

 Don’t give in to peer pressure from your friends to jump into the unknown, and never swim after having 

consumed alcohol  

 Should you get into trouble in the water you should float to live – try to stay calm and just focus your 

energy on floating and shouting for help – until support arrives  

Clearly we do not want children to be scared of safe swimming. In fact, quite the opposite – we actively encourage 

parents to take their children for organised swimming lessons, where possible.  We also recognise that organised 

open water swimming, be that in land or on the coast, has a wide array of physical and mental health benefits – 

and can be done safely. However, we have seen countless examples this year already where groups of young 

people have been jumping into open bodies of water. This is absolutely not acceptable and can put them at risk in 

lots of different ways. Not only is there cold water shock, but often these lakes and quarries are on private land.  

 

We want people across South Yorkshire – young and old – to enjoy and respect water safely, and we thank you in 

advance for your support.  

 

Kind regards,  

Joe McCreesh 

Sheffield Neighbourhood Fire Community Safety Officer 

 

SYFR have also made the following video for primary-aged children about the dangers of swimming in open 

water: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hWr5xItFfQ4 
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Online Safety 

 
 



There are so many things you can do in your
local park or woodland – take a look at the 
map and explore the wild places near your 
home or school. Here are 10 activities to get 
you going!

Can you tick them all off? It’s even more fun
when you ask your friends to come along.
It’s time to shake off those winter blues 
and spring into action!

1. Wild treasure hunt
Take an empty egg box and use the slots to place your
treasure! Can you find something soft, fluffy, strange,
green, smooth or brown?

2. Minibeast hunt
Look under logs and stones to see if there are any
creatures living underneath. Remember to put them 
back carefully so you don’t squash your new friends!

3. Leaf snap
Go on a ‘Leaf Hunt’ and collect six different shaped 
leaves. Choose a partner, then show each other your 
leaves. Shout ‘snap!’ when they match.

4. Make a leaf crown
Cut a strip of cereal box
card around 4cm wide
and long enough to go
around your head.
Collect leaves and 
attach to the card
to make a crown!

5. Sounds in nature
Cup your hands around your ears and stand like a silent
statue for one minute. What can you hear? The buzz of a
bee, the snore of a hedgehog, the rustle of the trees?

6. Spot the signs of spring
Take a walk in the woods or around a clump of trees in 
your local park. Can you see any snowdrops or primrose
flowers? Can you spot birds tweeting and carrying twigs
to build their nests?

7. Rainy day fun
Being outdoors in the rain is great fun! Pop on your 
wellies and hunt for puddles, the muddier the better ... 
splish, splash, splosh!

8. Build a mini den
Collect little sticks and twigs to make a den. Imagine
which animal might like to live inside! If you make several,
you can create a whole village!

9. Micro-adventure
Imagine how large the grass would be if you were
a tiny creature! Pretend your finger is a tiny 
bug – woah! Can you climb the blade of 
grass and walk over the mountain?

10. Fox’s footsteps
Choose one person to be
the fox, the others can be
the mice. Fox faces a tree
and shuts their eyes, the
mice try to creep to the
tree as quiet as can be. 
If fox turns around, be 
as still as a statue!
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